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Abstract. Reactive systems (RSs) represent a meta-framework aimed
at deriving labelled transition systems from unlabelled ones such that the
induced bisimilarity is a congruence. Such a property is desirable, since it
allows one to replace a subsystem with an equivalent one without chang-
ing the behaviour of the overall system. One of the main drawback of
RSs is the restriction to the analysis of ground (i.e., completely specified)
systems. Only recently the theory was extended to consider open systems
(and rules) and an associated strong bisimulation equivalence. However,
the resulting bisimilarity adopted for the formalism turns out to be a
congruence only under very restrictive conditions, hindering the applica-
bility of the framework. In this paper we suggest to consider (strong and
weak) barbed equivalence as an alternative for open RSs. After proving
that it is always a congruence, we instantiate our proposal by addressing
the semantics of Asynchronous CCS and of Mobile Ambients.

Keywords: Open reactive systems, (saturated) barbed bisimilarities.

1 Introduction

The most commom technique for specifying the dynamics of a system is based
on a reduction semantics: a set representing the states of the system, plus an
unlabelled relation among these states, usually built out of a finite set of rules,
denoting the evolutions. Despite the advantage of conveying the behaviour with
relatively few rules, the main drawback of reduction semantics is that the dy-
namics of a system is described in a monolithic way, meaning that the evolution
is obtained by closing the set of rules under all contexts. Thus, a subsystem can
be interpreted only by inserting it inside the contexts where a reduction may
take place. To make the analysis simpler, it is often necessary to consider de-
scriptions accounting separately for the behaviour of each single sub-component,
thus increasing modularity and enhancing the opportunities for verification.

The theory of reactive systems (RSs) [17] offers a framework that allows to
distill labelled transition systems (LTSs), hence to obtain behavioural equiva-
lences, for formalisms based on reduction semantics. The idea is simple: a system
p has a labelled transition p

c−→ p′ if the system obtained by inserting p inside the
(unary) minimal context c may reduce to p′. The notion of “minimal” context
is expressed via the categorical notion of relative pushout (RPO), which ensures
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that bisimilarity is a congruence when enough RPOs exist. A grupoidal exten-
sion (GRSs) has been proposed [24], in order to deal with equationally specified
systems (e.g. processes in a calculus with structural congruence).

Should all the possible contexts allowing a reduction be admitted as labels,
the resulting bisimilarity would in general be coarser. Despite being better suited
in some case studies, such an equivalence (called saturated bisimilarity) is usu-
ally intractable, since it has to tackle a potentially infinite set of contexts. The
problem has been addressed in [6] by introducing an “efficient” characterisation
of these semantics, where one avoids considering all contexts by using in a cun-
ning way RPOs, at the price of modifying the standard, symmetric presentation
of the (either strong or weak) bisimulation equivalences.

Despite their wide range of applicability, saturated and “minimal contexts”
bisimilarities still fail to cover all the interesting possibilities: the former is some-
times too fine-grained, while the latter is too coarse. As for process calculi, the
standard way out of the impasse is to consider barbs [20] (that is, predicates
on the states of a system) and barbed equivalences (where the check of such
predicates is added to the bisimulation game). The flexibility of the definition
allows for recasting a variety of observational, bisimulation-based equivalences.
Therefore, a suitable notion of barbed saturated semantics for RSs is introduced
in [4], and it is further investigated in [3,5], where an efficient characterisation
for both the strong and weak case is presented, avoiding to consider all contexts.

Even if these extensions witness the vitality of the formalism, one of the
fiercest limits suffered by RSs was the restriction to ground rules for describing
the dynamics of a system. We are aware of two different attempts to deal with
parametric rules in the (G)RS framework. In [10], the notion of a category of
second-order contexts is introduced and the RPO construction is carried out in
this setting, to capture the lazy observational equivalence of λ-calculus. In [16],
a general theory for open (G)RSs is developed, by considering open terms and
rules. So, now the transitions are labelled not only with the minimal context but
also with the most general instantiation allowing a reduction. More explicitly,
p

c−→
x
p′ if p inserted into the context c and instantiated with the (possibly open)

term x may evolve into a state p′. The notions of minimal context and most
general instantiation are captured at once by the notion of (G-)lux. The (strong)
bisimilarity induced by the synthesised LTS for open terms is a congruence only
under very restrictive conditions, hindering the applicability of the framework.
It indeed seems that such conditions are satisfied by simple process calculi with
a trivial structural congruence, but that this is not always so for richer calculi.

This paper, along the lines of [4], proposes a suitable notion of barbed satu-
rated bisimilarity for open GRSs: this is by definition guaranteed to be a congru-
ence and, under certain conditions, it can alternatively be described in a more
efficient way via the G-lux LTS and the semi-saturated game. We present the
study for both the strong and the weak equivalence and, as it is usual for any
newly proposed technique, we test their adequacy against suitable case studies.
We thus consider the asynchronous CCS [1], whose simplicity allows us to use
it as running example, and MAs, whose more complex behaviour highlights the
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usefulness of open semantics. In both cases, we show that the closed version of
our semantics exactly captures the standard ones of the calculus.

The paper is organised as follows. §2 recalls the notion of 2-category on which
the one of GRS is based, and shows how it can be used to model the syntax of a
calculus. §3 introduces open GRSs and the definition of G-lux LTS. The technical
core of the paper is presented in §4, where both the strong and weak barbed
saturated semantics for open GRSs are studied, and labelled characterisations
of them by means of their semi-saturated counterparts are offered. §5 shows an
application of the framework to MAs and §6 concludes the paper.

The appendix recalls the categorical notions of GRPO and GRPB (needed in
§3), as well as the proof of our main result.

2 A Categorical Representation of Process Calculi

This section briefly introduces a categorical representation of a process calculus,
previously introduced in [16], and based on the notion of 2-category [8,15].

Definition 1 (2-category). A 2-category C is a category such that, given any
two objects a and b, the hom-set of a and b (the collections of arrows between
them) is the class of objects of some category C(a, b) and, correspondingly, whose
composition functions ∗ : C(a, b)×C(b, c) → C(a, c) are functors.

Arrows of C(a, b) are called 2-cells and are denoted by α : f ⇒ g : a → b, the
composition in C(a, b) is instead denoted by •.
Definition 2 (G-category). A groupoidal category (G-category) is a 2-
category whose 2-cells are invertible.

G-categories can be used to model the syntax of process calculi. We will show
an example of this by exploiting a G-category based on the PROP-category [18].

Definition 3 (PROP-category). A product and permutation category (PROP-
category) C has natural numbers 0, 1, 2, . . . as objects and it is equipped with two
further structures, as follows

– for each n, the group of permutations of n elements, S(n), is a subgroup of
all the invertible elements of the hom-set C(n, n). The identity permutation
is the identity morphism 1n : n→ n;

– there is a functor ⊗ : C × C → C, called product and written between its
arguments, which acts as addition on the objects, i.e., m⊗ n = m+ n, and
moreover it is required that
1. it is associative: (f ⊗ f ′)⊗ f ′′ = f ⊗ (f ′ ⊗ f ′′);
2. given σ ∈ S(n) and σ′ ∈ S(n′), we have σ⊗σ′ = σ×σ′ : n+n′ → n+n′,

where × denotes the product of permutations;
3. for any two natural numbers n, n′, let γn,n′ be that permutation in S(n+

n′) which interchanges the first block of n and the second block of n′,
γn,n′ : n+ n′ → n+ n′ . For any maps f : m → n and f ′ : m′ → n′ we
require that γn,n′(f ⊗ f ′) = (f ′ ⊗ f)γm,m′ .
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P ::= ε, a.P, ā, P | P (P |Q)|R ≡ P |(Q|R) P |Q ≡ Q|P a.P | ā � P
P � Q

P | R � Q | R

Fig. 1. Syntax, structural congruence and reduction relation of ACCS

A G-PROP is a PROP where the underlying category is a G-category.

Example 1. We now show how the signature of a calculus (modulo term equa-
tions) may induce a G-PROP. Inspired by the characterisation of (a fragment of)
CCS in [16], we model here the finite, restriction and summation free fragment
of the asynchronous version of the calculus [1]. Later on, we will use the same
approach for modelling our main case study, i.e., Mobile Ambients (MAs) [9].

The syntax of ACCS is shown on the left of Fig. 1. We assume a setN of names
ranged over by a, b, c, . . . . Also, we let P,Q,R . . . range over the set of processes.
The processes are considered up to the structural congruence ≡ induced by the
two axioms in the middle of Fig. 1. To keep the example simple, there is no
structural rule guaranteeing that ε is the identity for the parallel composition.
The transition relation � is defined by the rightmost rules of the same figure: it
is going to be used just in the forthcoming sections, even if it is introduced here
for the sake of presentation.

The signature for ACCS is Σ = ε : 0, a. : 1, ā : 0, | : 2. The arrows p : m→ n of
G-PROP PA2CP represent n-tuples of terms over Σ quotiented by associativity
(the leftmost axiom in the middle of Fig. 1) that altogether contain m distinct
holes. Permutations in (n, n) are tuples built from holes, ⊗ acts on arrows as
tuple juxtaposition, and arrows composition is the standard term composition.

To define the 2-cells of the category, an explicit representation of the arrows
of the category is used. A term can be indeed represented as a finite, ordered
tree with nodes of any degree, where an immediate child of a node of degree
higher than 1 must have degree at most 1. Leaves of such a tree correspond to
occurrences either of outputs or of the constants ε, so they are labelled with
names belonging to N or with ε; nodes of degree 1 correspond to applications of
prefix operators and they are indeed labelled with names belonging to N ; and
nodes of higher degree correspond to term fragments built solely of the parallel
operator. So, arrows can be represented as tuples of these trees.

A 2-cell from p to q intuitively says that they are equivalent with respect to
the commutative axiom. So, it is defined as a family, indexed by the nodes of
(the explicit representation of) p, of permutations on the sets of their immediate
children, such that the application of all these permutations to p yields q.

3 Open G-Reactive Systems

This section presents an extension, previously proposed in [16], of the theory of
G-reactive systems (GRSs) [24]. In general, the aim of this theory is to derive
labelled transition systems (LTSs) and bisimulation congruences for those spec-
ification formalisms whose operational semantics is provided by reduction rules.
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In [24], the technique of LTS derivation is defined for closed GRSs, that is, by
considering closed terms and ground reduction rules, while in [16], open terms
and parametric rules are considered. The idea is quite simple: a system specified
by an open term p has a labelled transition p

c−→
x
p′ if p instantiated with the

(open) term x and inserted into the context c may evolve into a state p′.
A G-category C models the syntax of a formalism. An (open) system is an

arrow p : a1 → a2: it can be plugged into q : a2 → a3 via arrows composition.
Given arrows p, q : a1 → a2, a 2-cell α : p ⇒ q represents an isomorphism (i.e.,
a proof of equivalence) between systems p and q. The semantics is given via
reduction rules : pairs of systems 〈l, r〉 with the same interfaces.

Definition 4 (Open GRS). An open G-reactive system C consists of

1. a G-category C;
2. a composition-reflecting, 2-cell closed subcategory D of reactive contexts;
3. a set R ⊆ ⋃

a1,a2∈|C|C(a1, a2)×C(a1, a2) of reduction rules.

Intuitively, reactive contexts are those arrows inside which a reduction can occur.
By 2-cell closed we mean that d ∈ D and α : d⇒ d′ in C implies d′ ∈ D, while
by composition-reflecting we mean that d′; d ∈ D implies d, d′ ∈ D.

Given an open GRS C, the reduction relation over the terms of C is generated
by closing the reduction rules under all reactive contexts, instantiations and 2-
cells. Formally, the reduction relation is defined by taking p � p′ if there exist
〈l, r〉 ∈ R, d ∈ D, x ∈ C, α : p⇒ x; l; d and α′ : p′ ⇒ x; r; d.

Example 2. Consider the G-PROP PA2CP category shown in §2. An open GRS
CACCS over it takes as reduction rules the set

⋃
a∈N {〈a.1 | ā , 1〉}, and as the

subcategory of reactive contexts the smallest composition-reflecting, 2-cell closed
subcategory including arrows of the shape 1 | p : 1 → 1. Note that it contains
no context with a hole after the input operator.

The behaviour of an open GRS is given by an unlabelled transition system. To
obtain a labelled one, we instantiate an open system p with a sub-term x, plug
the result into a context c and observe if a reduction occurs. Categorically, it
means that x; p; c is isomorphic to y; l; d (there exists α : x; p; c ⇒ y; l; d) for an
instantiation x, a rule 〈l, r〉, and a reactive context d, as depicted by diagram (i)
of Fig. 2. We shall refer to this kind of diagrams as hexagons.

Clearly, the resulting LTS is often infinite-branching, since all contexts and
all instantiations allowing reductions may occur as labels. Moreover, it has re-
dundant transitions: the ACCS open process a.1 would have both transitions

a.1
1|a−−→
1

1 and a.1
1|a|p−−−→
1|q

1 | q | p, yet neither p nor q “concur” to the reduction.

In order to remove this kind of redundancy, we thus consider only “minimal con-
texts allowing a reduction” and the “most general instantiations”, both modelled
by the categorical notion of G-locally universal hexagons (G-luxes). The explicit
definition of G-lux is found in [16], here we use a simpler characterisation of it
in terms of the better known notions of groupoidal-idem pushouts (GIPOs) and
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Fig. 2. Hexagon and G-lux

groupoidal-idem pullbacks (GIPBs) in G-categories (see [16, Lemma 10]). We
refer to [24] for the notion of GIPO, the one of GIPB being symmetric. For the
convenience of the reader we report both definitions in Appendix A.

Definition 5 (G-lux). The hexagon (i) in Fig. 2 is a G-locally universal
hexagon (G-lux) if (ii) is a GIPO and (iii) is a GIPB.

We say that a GRS has G-luxes if in its underlying category every hexagon as
diagram (i) in Fig. 2 has an inner G-lux hexagon as diagram (iv) such that
α = δ ∗ 1p ∗ β • 1z ∗ ψ ∗ 1e • ϕ ∗ 1l ∗ γ.
Definition 6 (GLUX Transition System). Let C be an open GRS and C
its underlying G-category. The GLUX LTS (llts(C)) is defined as follows

– states: p : a1 → a2 in C, for arbitrary a1 and a2;
– transitions: p

c−→
x
p′ if there exist d ∈ D, y ∈ C, rule 〈l, r〉 ∈ R and 2-cell

α : x; p; c⇒ y; l; d such that diagram (i) of Fig. 2 is a G-lux and p′ = y; r; d.

Example 3. As for the synchronous version [16], it can be shown that the GRS
CACCS has G-luxes. The leftmost diagram of Fig. 3 shows the derived transition

a.ā
1|ā−−→ ā (the instantiation 0 is usually omitted). Here the initial state offers a

closed process with an input on the channel a at top level, while the environment
provides an output action on the same channel, so the communication on it can
occur. Note instead that no instantiation is provided. The rightmost diagram of

Fig. 3 shows instead the transition a.ε | 1 1−→̄
a
ε. Also in this case the initial state

offers an input on a at top level but here it is in parallel with a hole, which is
going to be replaced with the output action on the same channel provided by
the instantiation. So, also in this case, the communication on the same channel
can occur. Note however that here the environment does not offer anything.

In [16], (strong) bisimilarity on LLTS is referred to as GLUX-bisimilarity ∼L:
despite the flexibility of the G-luxes framework, ∼L is a congruence (i.e., if
p ∼L q, then p; c ∼L q; c, ∀c ∈ C) under some (restrictive) assumptions on C.
In particular, a 2-categorical version of the requirement that all arrows of C are
mono must be satisfied. These conditions hold for simple process calculi with a
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Fig. 3. G-luxes representing the transitions a.ā
1|ā−−→ ā and a.ε | 1 1−→̄

a
ε

trivial structural congruence, such as the choice-free fragment of CCS (as proved
in [16]) and thus apparently also by its asynchronous version considered here,
even if it is doubtful for richer calculi such as Mobile Ambients.

Remark 1. The standard notion of GRS [24] is very similar to the one presented
in Definition 4. One difference is that in the G-category C the existence of a
chosen object 0 is required, which can never be the codomain of any arrow and
which is used to denote the lack of holes. So, arrows having 0 as domain are
deemed to represent closed terms. Building on this, the main difference is that
the rules are ground, that is, they are pairs of closed terms, and also the states
of the reduction relation and of the derived (GIPO) LTS are so. The reduction
relation is thus defined by taking p � p′ if there exist 〈l, r〉 ∈ R, d ∈ D,

α : p ⇒ l; d and α′ : q ⇒ r; d. In the LTS, instead, p
c−→ p′ if for d ∈ D and

〈l, r〉 ∈ R, the square p, c, l, d is a GIPO and p′ = r; d.
It is easy to see that if we specialise the theory of open GRSs to consider closed

terms and closed rules, it subsumes the standard theory of GRSs. Indeed, being
both terms and rules ground, in the definition of the reduction relation the x will
trivially be the identity on 0, so the definition coincides with the one for closed
GRSs. Let us now look at the derived LTS. If we consider again closed states
and rules, the definition of transition coincides: since both the instantiations x
and y will be the identity on 0, the requirement that diagram (i) of Fig. 2 is a
G-lux, by definition, means that the square p, c, l, d is a GIPO and the square
0, p; c, 0, l; d a GIPB. So, it is easy to see that p

c−→ p′ is a GLUX transition if
and only if it is also a GIPO one.

If instead open rules and closed are considered, then in the definition of the
reduction relation the instantiation x of l can be different from 0, and an equiva-
lent, closed GRS is obtained by instantiating all the open rules, i.e., if it contains
the ground rule 〈x; l, x; r〉 for any x. Instead, as far as the definition of LTS is
concerned, in diagram (i) of Fig. 2 the x has to be the identity on 0 (since p is
ground). By definition, the hexagon is a G-lux if and only if p, c, y; l, d is a GIPO

and the square 0, p; c, y, l; d is a GIPB, therefore, it is easy to check that p
c−→ p′

is a GLUX transition if and only if the corresponding closed GRS containing the
ground rule 〈y; l, y; r〉 has the same GIPO transition.
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4 Barbed Semantics for Open Reactive Systems

Barbed bisimulation represents a general technique for generating bisimulation-
based equivalences. Intuitively, a barb is just a predicate on the states of a
system, which detects the possibility of performing some observable action. We
write P ↓o if P satisfies the predicate o. Barbed equivalences add the check of
such predicates in the bisimulation game: every time that a system shows a barb,
the equivalent system has to show the same barb, and vice-versa. For instance,
ACCS barbs express the ability of a process to perform an output over a channel.
Formally, for a closed process P , P ↓ā if P ≡ ā | Q, for some Q. In [1] this notion
is used to give the definition of barbed equivalence for the calculus.

In general, the advantage of this kind of semantics is that the flexibility of
the definition allows for recasting a wide variety of observational, bisimulation-
based equivalences. For example, in [1], the authors prove that the standard
bisimilarity for ACCS, (weak) asynchronous bisimilarity, coincides with (weak)
barbed equivalence. In [4], instead, a suitable notion of (weak) barbed seman-
tics for closed RSs is introduced, showing that it can be characterised via the
LTS labelled with minimal contexts and the semi-saturated game, and that the
proposal captures the behavioural semantics for MAs.

Along the lines of [4], we introduce suitable notions of strong and weak barbed
saturated semantics for open GRSs and characterise them via the GLUX LTS.

4.1 Strong Open Barbed Saturated Semantics

As for closed systems, barbs for open ones are state predicates. In the following,
we fix a 2-cells respected family O of barbs on open systems, and we write p ↓o if
p satisfies o ∈ O. By 2-cells respected, we mean that p ↓o and α : p⇒ q implies
q ↓o. For example, if we consider tuples of open terms, ACCS barbs can observe
the presence of an output action at top level of a term.

Definition 7 (Open Barbed Saturated Bisimulation). A symmetric rela-
tion R is an open barbed saturated bisimulation if whenever pR q then ∀x, c
– if x; p; c ↓o then x; q; c ↓o;
– if x; p; c� p′ then x; q; c� q′ and p′ R q′.

Open barbed saturated bisimilarity ∼OBS is the largest such bisimulation.

Note that ∼OBS is a congruence by definition. It can be efficiently characterised
through the GLUX transition system via the semi-saturated game.

Definition 8 (Open Barbed Semi-Saturated Bisimulation). A symmetric
relation R is an open barbed semi-saturated bisimulation if whenever pR q then

– ∀x, c, if x; p; c ↓o then x; q; c ↓o;
– if p

c−→
x
p′ then x; q; c � q′ and p′ R q′.

Open barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity ∼OBSS is the largest such bisimulation.
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Proposition 1. In an open GRS having G-luxes, ∼OBSS=∼OBS.
As an immediate test of the adequacy of our framework, we apply it to ACCS.
We know that the standard bisimilarity for ACCS coincides with the barbed
equivalence, which in turn is equivalent to the open barbed saturated bisim-
ilarity defined only over closed ACCS processes [11]. Now we can define the
open barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity for ACCS by using the GLUX LTS for
the calculus, and since the open GRS has G-luxes, thanks to Proposition 1, we
can say that it coincides with the open barbed saturated bisimilarity. There-
fore, if we consider only closed ACCS processes, we can conclude that barbed
semi-saturated bisimilarity is equivalent to asynchronous bisimilarity.

Proof. Clearly ∼OBS⊆∼OBSS: it suffices to note that p
c−→
x
p′ implies x; p; c� p′.

We then focus on ∼OBSS⊆∼OBS. We prove it by showing that the closure S
of the strong open barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity with respect to instanti-
ations, contexts and 2-cells S = {〈u, v〉|u ⇒ x; p; c, v ⇒ x; q; c, p ∼OBSS q, x ∈
C, c ∈ C} is a strong open barbed saturated bisimulation.

Suppose that x′;u; c′ ↓o. By hypothesis barbs are respected by 2-cells, thus
x′;x; p; c; c′ ↓o. Since p ∼OBSS q also x′;x; q; c; c′ ↓o and so x′; v; c′ ↓o.

Suppose that x′;u; c′ � p′. Then, also x′;x; p; c; c′ � p′. This means that for
some 〈l, r〉 ∈ R, y ∈ C and d ∈ D, we have that there exists α : x′;x; p; c; c′ ⇒
y; l; d (diagram (i)) and p′ = y; r; d.
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Since the GRS has G-luxes, we can construct a G-LUX as the inner hexagon

of diagram (i). This means that p
c′′−−→
x′′ y′′; r; d′′ and since p ∼OBSS q, then

x′′; q; c′′ � q′ and y′′; r; d′′ ∼OBSS q′. Therefore, there exists an hexagon as the
inner one of diagram (ii) shown above, with 〈l′, r′〉 ∈ R and q′ = y′; r′; d′. Thanks
to the fact that D is 2-cell closed and composition reflecting, we know that e
is reactive, hence z;x′′; q; c′′; e � z; q′; e. Since x′;x; q; c; c′ ⇒ z;x′′; q; c′′; e and
x′; v; c′ ⇒ x′;x; q; c; c′ also x′;x; q; c; c′ � z; q′; e (external hexagon of diagram
(ii)) and x′; v; c′ � z; q′; e. Moreover, since y′′; r; d′′ ∼OBSS q′ and p′ = y; r; d⇒
z; y′′; r; d′′; e, we can conclude that p′ S z; q′; e.

4.2 Weak Open Barbed Saturated Semantics

This section introduces the weak case of open barbed (semi-)saturated bisimi-
larity. We begin by introducing the notion of weak barb on open states.
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Definition 9 (Weak Barb). Let o ∈ O be a barb. An open state p satisfies the
weak barb o (in symbols p ⇓o) if there exists p′ such that p�∗ p′ and p′ ↓o.
As usual, �∗ denotes the transitive and reflexive closure of �.

Definition 10 (Weak Open Barbed Saturated Bisimulation). A symmet-
ric relation R is a weak open barbed saturated bisimulation if whenever pR q
then ∀x, c
– if x; p; c ⇓o then x; q; c ⇓o;
– if x; p; c�∗ p′ then x; q; c �∗ q′ and p′ R q′.

Weak open barbed saturated bisimilarity ∼WOBS is the largest such bisimula-
tion.

As for the strong case, it can be efficiently characterised through the GLUX
transition system via the semi-saturated game.

Definition 11 (Weak Open Barbed Semi-Saturated Bisimulation). A
symmetric relation R is a weak open barbed semi-saturated bisimulation if
whenever pR q then

– ∀x, c, if x; p; c ↓o then x; q; c ⇓o;
– if p

c−→
x
p′ then x; q; c �∗ q′ and p′ R q′.

Weak open barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity ∼WOBSS is the largest such bisim-
ulation.

The correspondence result is stated below: its proof is shown in Appendix B.

Proposition 2. In an open GRS having G-luxes, ∼WOBSS=∼WOBS.

As for the strong case, also for the weak one we can immediately test our proposal
against ACCS. In particular, by following the reasoning used in the previous
section for the strong case, we can analogously conclude that if we consider only
closed ACCS processes, weak barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity is equivalent to
weak asynchronous bisimilarity.

5 An Open G-Reactive System for Mobile Ambients

In this section we apply the framework of open GRSs to a richer calculus, that
is, the calculus of Mobile Ambients (MAs) [9], in order to show the adequacy of
the results presented in §4. After a quick introduction of the calculus, we present
the corresponding open GRSs and we test our framework on it.
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P ::= ε, n[P ], M.P, P |P M ::= in n, out n, openn (P |Q)|R ≡ P |(Q|R) P |Q ≡ Q|P

n[in m.P |Q]|m[R] � m[n[P |Q]|R] if P � Q then n[P ] � n[Q]
m[n[out m.P |Q]|R] � n[P |Q]|m[R] if P � Q then P |R � Q|R
open n.P |n[Q] � P |Q if P ′ ≡ P, P � Q,Q ≡ Q′ then P ′ � Q′

Fig. 4. Syntax, structural congruence and reduction relation of MAs

5.1 Mobile Ambients

We consider the finite, restriction free fragment of MAs. The syntax is shown
on the left of the upper row of Fig. 4. We assume a set N of names ranged over
by m,n, u, . . . We let P,Q,R, . . . range over the set P of closed processes. The
semantics of the calculus is given by the combination of an equivalence between
processes and a relation among them. The structural congruence ≡ is induced
by the two axioms on the right of the first row of Fig. 4. It is used to define the
reduction relation �, which is inductively generated by the set of axioms and
inference rules shown in the lower rows of Fig. 4.

As said in the previous section, a barb o is a predicate over the states of a
system, with P ↓o denoting that P satisfies o. In MAs, P ↓n denotes the presence
at top-level of an ambient n. Formally, for a closed process P , P ↓n if P ≡ n[Q]|R
for some closed processes Q and R. A closed process P satisfies the weak barb
n (denoted as P ⇓n) if there exists a process P ′ such that P �∗ P ′ and P ′ ↓n.
The notions of strong and weak barb above are respectively used to define the
strong and weak reduction barbed congruences [19].

Definition 12 (Reduction Barbed Bisimulation). A symmetric relation R
is a reduction barbed bisimulation if whenever P RQ then ∀C[−] contexts

– if C[P ] ↓o then C[Q] ↓o;
– if C[P ] � P ′ then C[Q] � Q′ and P ′ RQ′.

A symmetric relation R is a weak reduction barbed bisimulation if whenever
P RQ then ∀C[−] contexts

– if C[P ] ⇓o then C[Q] ⇓o;
– if C[P ] �∗ P ′ then C[Q] �∗ Q′ and P ′ RQ′.

Reduction barbed congruence ∼= and weak reduction barbed congruence ∼=W are
the largest such bisimulations.

Labelled characterisations of reduction barbed congruences over MAs processes
are presented in [22,4] for the strong case, and in [19,4] for the weak one. In
the following, we are going to provide an alternative characterisation of them by
using the GLUX LTS and the semi-saturated game.
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5.2 An Open GRS for Mobile Ambients

As for ACCS, in order to define the open GRS for MAs, we exploit the
G-PROP PA2CP induced from the signature corresponding to the grammar
for the calculus modulo the associativity equation. The signature is Σ =
ε : 0, n[ ] : 1,M. : 1, |: 2, where M stands for in n, out n and openn.

For the definition of 2-cells, we consider an analogous representation for the
terms and consequently for the arrows of the category. The main difference with
respect to the representation used for ACCS is that here leaves only correspond
to occurrences of the constants ε, while a node of degree 1 corresponds to an
application of either an ambient operator or a capability. In the former case it is
labelled with a name belonging to N , while in the latter case it is labelled with
the capability followed by an ambient name.

Now, we use this G-PROP to define the open GRS CMAs for MAs. We
take as reduction rules the set

⋃
n,m∈N{〈n[inm.1 | 2] | m[3],m[n[1 | 2] |

3]〉, 〈m[n[outm.1 | 2] | 3], n[1 | 2] | m[3]〉, 〈openn.1 | m[2], 1 | 2〉}, and as the
subcategory of reactive contexts the smallest composition-reflecting, 2-cell closed
subcategory including arrows of the shapes 1 | p : 1 → 1 and n[1] : 1 → 1. Note
that it does not contain contexts with a hole after a capability.

Fig. 5 shows two interesting labelled transitions derived by applying the syn-

thesis mechanism based on G-luxes. The leftmost G-lux represents n[1]
1|m[Q]−−−−−→
inm.1|2

m[n[1 | 2] | Q]. The initial open term offers an ambient n with a hole inside it,
the instantiation provides the open term inm.1 | 2, which is going to replace
the hole inside the ambient n, while the environment provides an ambient m[Q]
which is going to be in parallel with n. The rightmost G-lux instead represents

n[1]
m[1|R]−−−−−−→
outm.1|2

n[1 | 2] | m[R]. Also in this case the initial open term offers an

ambient n with a hole inside it, the instantiation instead provides the open term
outm.1 | 2, which is going to replace the hole inside the ambient n, while the
environment provides an ambient m with a hole inside it (which will be replaced
by n) in parallel with a closed process R.

These transitions show the importance of using instantiation and context at
the same time. In both cases, indeed, we can note the interaction of three parts
intervening in the reduction: the initial state, the instantiation and the context.

1

1

1|m[Q] �������
1

1
�����

1

n[1]

��

3

n[inm.1|2]|m[3]

��

2
inm.1|2

����� 〈1,2,Q〉

�������

1

1

m[1|R] �������
1

1
�����

1

n[1]

��

3

m[n[outm.1|2]|3]
��

1
outm.1|2

����� 〈1,2,R〉

�������

Fig. 5. The transitions n[1]
1|m[Q]−−−−−→
inm.1|2

m[n[1 | 2] | Q] and n[1]
m[1|R]−−−−−−→

outm.1|2
n[1 | 2] | m[R]
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This never happens in ACCS, where we only have the synchronization between
two terms in parallel which thus can be offered by just two of these three parts.

5.3 Open Barbed Semantics for Mobile Ambients

Here we show that the labelled characterisations of ∼= and ∼=W via the GIPO
LTS and the semi-saturated game presented in [4] are an instance of our results
stated in Propositions 1 and 2.

We begin by observing that if we consider only closed terms and the stan-
dard notion of strong (respectively weak) barb for them, the notion of strong
(respectively weak) open barbed saturated bisimilarity for MAs coincides with
the one of strong (respectively weak) reduction barbed congruence, where C[P ]
stands for P ;C[−]. Therefore, as shown in § 4, since the open GRS has G-luxes,
we can efficiently characterise the strong and weak reduction barbed congruence
by instantiating respectively Definitions 8 and 11 for closed MAs processes, with
the standard notion of strong and weak MAs barb and the GLUX LTS for the
calculus. As shown in [4], the quantification over all contexts can be removed
from the first condition of both definitions.

Definition 13 (MAs Closed Barbed Semi-Saturated Bisimulation). A
symmetric relation R is a MAs closed barbed semi-saturated bisimulation if
whenever P RQ then

– if P ↓n then Q ↓n;
– if P

C[−]−−−→ P ′ then C[Q] � Q′ and P ′ RQ′.

A symmetric relation R is a MAs weak closed barbed semi-saturated bisimula-
tion if whenever P RQ then

– if P ↓n then Q ⇓n;
– if P

C[−]−−−→ P ′ then C[Q] �∗ Q′ and P ′ RQ′.

MAs closed barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity ∼BSSMAs and MAs weak closed
barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity ∼WBSS

MAs
are the largest such bisimulations.

Proposition 3. Closed barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity for MAs ∼BSSMAs coin-
cides with reduction barbed congruence ∼= and weak closed barbed semi-saturated
bisimilarity ∼WBSS

MAs
coincides with weak reduction barbed congruence ∼=S.

According to Remark 1, the results above subsume the ones presented in [4,
Theorem 5], thus providing a labelled characterisation for both congruences ∼=
and ∼=W via the GIPO LTS.

6 Conclusions and Further Works

We introduced the notions of (strong and weak) barbed saturated bisimilarity
for open GRSs, and we showed that it can be efficiently characterized via the
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GLUX LTS by employing the semi-saturated game. Moreover, in order to show
the adequacy of our proposal, we tested it on ACCS and, most importantly,
on MAs. In both cases we proved that the framework captures the standard
semantics of these calculi. More precisely, we showed that, for both the strong
and the weak variant, the open barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity defined on
closed ACCS terms coincides with asynchronous bisimilarity, and that on closed
MAs terms it coincides with reduction barbed congruence.

However, albeit we showed that the framework is general enough to capture
the abstract semantics of well-known formalisms, it is parametric with respect
to the choice of the set of barbs: the choice of the “right” barb is left to the
ingenuity of the researcher, and often it is not a trivial task [21,14]. So, it would
be interesting to extend our framework by considering an automatically derived
notion of barb for (open) GRSs. An alternate route would instead be to ab-
stract away from the use of state predicates by providing an efficient labelled
characterization of the barbed semantics, as shown for closed GRSs in [3,5].

Our proposal of a semantics for open GRSs builds on [16]. The authors there
study only strong bisimilarity, showing that it is a congruence under rather
restrictive conditions, hindering the applicability of the framework. Our work
aims at partly solving this problem, in order to relax the conditions for proving
a congruence property. However, we did not address the issue of the intrinsic re-
dundancy of the G-lux mechanism: the intertwining of context and instantiation
may sometimes end up in the offering of components that are not necessary for
the reduction. Consider for example the transition represented by the leftmost
G-lux in Fig. 5. It is easy to note that Q is not necessary for this reduction, since
it appears both in the context on the left and in the instantiation on the right.

Concerning future works, a relatively simpler one should be a comparison with
the proposal for parametric rules in GRSs in [10]. A more challenging issue would
be to investigate the connections with [2,23]: both works propose a semantic
framework for open processes, adopting suitable LTS and alternative behavioural
semantics, which is however far removed from the GRSs formalism. In general
terms, and stimulated by the latter contributions, we plan to investigate the issue
of adequacy for open semantics, and the connection between our proposal and
the standard definition of bisimilarity for open terms, considering the standard
bisimilarity lifted from closed to open terms by instantiating these ones in all
possible ways. It is clear that the latter bisimilarity is included in the former one,
and for simpler calculi the two might often coincide. However, the connection
between open GRSs and the tile model [12] established in [13] suggests us that
the bisimilarity that we obtain is finer, as it is proved already for simple CCS
variants and argued for richer calculi in [23,7].
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A GIPO and GIPB

The first section of the Appendix recalls the notions of GIPO and GIPB.

Definition 14 (GRPO, GIPO). Let the diagrams in Fig. 6 be in a G-category
C. A candidate for the diagram (i) is a tuple 〈a5, n, o, p, β, γ, δ〉 such that 1h ∗
γ • β ∗ 1p • 1g ∗ δ = α. This means that the 2-cells γ, β, and δ, as illustrated in
diagram (ii), paste together to give α. A groupoidal-relative-pushout (GRPO) is
a candidate which satisfies the universal property, i.e., for any other candidate
〈a6, n′, o′, p′, β′, γ′, δ′〉 there exists a mediating morphism: a quadruple 〈q : a5 →
a6, ϕ : n′ ⇒ n; q, ψ : o; q ⇒ o′, τ : q; p′ ⇒ p〉 illustrated in diagrams (iii) and (iv).
The equations to be satisfied are 1)γ′•ϕ∗1p′ •1n∗τ = γ; 2)1o∗τ−1•ψ∗1p′•δ′ = δ;
3)1h∗ϕ•β∗1q•1g∗ψ = β′. Such a mediating morphism must be essentially unique,
i.e., for any other mediating morphism 〈q′, ϕ′, ψ′, τ ′〉 there exists a unique 2-cell
ξ : q ⇒ q′ that makes the two mediating morphisms compatible, i.e., 1)ϕ•1n∗ξ =
ϕ′, 2)1o ∗ ξ−1 • ψ = ψ′, and 3)ξ ∗ 1p′ • τ ′ = τ .

A square such as diagram (i) of Fig. 6 is called G-idem pushout (GIPO) if
〈a4, f,m, ida4 , α, 1f , 1m〉 is its GRPO.

a4

a2

f

���������� α �� a3

m

��								

a1

h

��								 g

����������

a4

γ ��
		

	
		

	

a2

f

����������
n 		 a5

p

��

δ

����� ���
a30��

m

��								

β ��

a1

h

��								 g

����������

a6

ϕ ��
		

	
		

	

a2

n′
����������

n 		 a5

q

��

ψ

����� ���
a3o��

o′
��								

a4

a6

p′
���������� τ

��














 a5

p

��

q
��

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Fig. 6. GRPO

Definition 15 (GRPB, GIPB). Let the diagrams in Fig. 7 be in a G-category
C. A candidate for the diagram (i) is a tuple 〈a5, n, o, p, β, γ, δ〉 such that γ ∗
1f • 1p ∗ β • δ ∗ 1m = α. This means that the 2-cells γ, β, and δ, as illustrated in
diagram (ii), paste together to give α. A groupoidal-relative-pullback (GRPB) is
a candidate which satisfies the universal property, i.e., for any other candidate
〈a6, n′, o′, p′, β′, γ′, δ′〉 there exists a mediating morphism: a quadruple 〈q : a6 →
a5, ϕ : q;n ⇒ n′, ψ : q; o ⇒ o′, τ : p′; q ⇒ p〉 illustrated in diagrams (iii) and
(iv). The equations to be satisfied are 1)γ′ • 1p′ ∗ ϕ−1 • τ ∗ 1n = γ; 2)τ−1 ∗ 1o •
1p′ ∗ ψ • δ′ = δ; 3)ϕ−1 ∗ 1f • 1q ∗ β • ψ ∗ 1m = β′. Such a mediating morphism
must be essentially unique, i.e., for any other mediating morphism 〈q′, ϕ′, ψ′, τ ′〉
there exists a unique 2-cell ξ : q ⇒ q′ that makes the two mediating morphisms
compatible, i.e., 1)ϕ • ξ ∗ 1n = ϕ′, 2)ξ−1 ∗ 1o • ψ = ψ′, and 3)1p′ ∗ ξ • τ ′ = τ .

A square such as diagram (i) of Fig. 7 is called G-idem pullback (GIPB) if
〈a1, h, g, ida1 , α, 1h, 1g〉 is its GRPB.
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Fig. 7. GRPB

B Proof of Proposition 2

We first give an alternate definition of weak open barbed saturated bisimulation.

Lemma 1 (Revising Barbed Saturation). A symmetric relation R is a
weak open barbed saturated bisimulation if whenever pR q then ∀c, x
– if x; p; c ↓o then x; q; c ⇓o;
– if x; p; c� p′ then x; q; c�∗ q′ and p′ R q′.

Let us now move on to the proof of Proposition 2.

We prove that ∼WOBSS⊆∼WOBS by showing that the closure S of the weak
open barbed semi-saturated bisimilarity with respect to instantiations, contexts
and 2-cells S = {〈u, v〉|u ⇒ x; p; c, v ⇒ x; q; c, p ∼WOBSS q, x ∈ C, c ∈ C} is a
weak open barbed saturated bisimulation according to Lemma 1.

Suppose that x′;u; c′ ↓o. By hypothesis barbs are respected by 2-cells, there-
fore x′;x; p; c; c′ ↓o. Since p ∼WOBSS q, then x′;x; q; c; c′ ⇓o and so x′; v; c′ ⇓o.

Now, assume that x′;u; c′ � p′. Then, x′;x; p; c; c′ � p′. This means that for
some 〈l, r〉 ∈ R, y ∈ C and d ∈ D there exists α : x′;x; p; c; c′ ⇒ y; l; d (the
exterior hexagon of the diagram below) and p′ = y; r; d.

c′ �������

β ���
���

�
���

��c �������
c′′
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�������
�����

e

��
d
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��p
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�������������

Since the GRS has G-luxes, we can con-
struct a G-lux as the inner hexagon of the

diagram on the right. Thus p
c′′−−→
x′′

y′′; r; d′′

and, since p ∼WOBSS q, then x′′; q; c′′ �∗ q′

and y′′; r; d′′ ∼WOBSS q′. Since D is 2-cell
closed and composition reflecting, we know
that e is reactive, hence z;x′′; q; c′′; e �∗

z; q′; e. Since z;x′′; q; c′′; e⇒ x′;x; q; c; c′ and
x′;x; q; c; c′ ⇒ x′; v; c′ also x′;x; q; c; c′ �∗

z; q′; e and x′; v; c′ �∗ z; q′; e. Moreover, since y′′; r; d′′ ∼WOBSS q′ and p′ =
y; r; d⇒ z; y′′; r; d′′; e, we can conclude that p′ S z; q′; e.

In order to prove that ∼WOBS⊆∼WOBSS , it suffices to consider Definition 10
and observe that x; p; c ↓o implies x; p; c ⇓o and p

c−→
x
p′ implies x; p; c� p′.
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